
Physis 200-04Two Two level systemsWhile the two level system is interesting, it eventually gets boring. Al-though at least two Nobel prizes have been awarded for understanding thetwo level system, let us now look at a slightly more ompliated system, twotwo level system.We assime that we have two separate two level systems. Eah has physialattributes whih an take only two values, and has operators-matries{ whihrepresent those two values. Let us hoose those two values for some attributeto be �1 for eah of the systems, and let the matries whih represent thatattribute be �3 for eah system. We need a notation whih will di�erentiatebetween thse two �3 operators. I will hoose loser ase and apital. Ie, �3 willbe the attribute for one of the systems, and �3 the attribute for the other.The totality of Pauli spin matries are then designated by �1; �2; �3 forthe one and �1; �2; �3 for the other. There will now be four possiblestates of the system{ one with eigenvalue +1 for �3 and +1 for �3, +1 for�3 and -1 for �3, -1 for �3 and +1 for �3 and �nally -1 for �3 and -1 for �3.We will designate the eigenstates in the four dimensional vetor spaeby js; Si where s and S both take values of �1. We will also designate thissame vetor by jsijSi.Note that this is NOT ordinary matrix multipliation,sine you annot multiply a olumn vetor by a olumn vetor.This notationis to emphasise that the two olumn vetors refer to two separate systems,the lower ase and upper ase system. In eah ase, the lower ase operatorsmultiply only the �rst ket, and the upper ase operators multiply only theseond ket. Thus�1j1; 1i � �1(j1ij1i) = (�1j1i)j1i = j � 1ij1i = j � 1; 1i (1)is the de�nition of how the �1 operator alters this partiular state of thesystem.We an also do the same for our other operators.This system an be represented by matries as well, four dimensional (3rows) for the ket vetors, and 4x4 for the matries themselves. These arealled the diret produt matries. However, it is rarely useful to do so. Thematries simply do not give any lue as to what the individual elements ofthe matrix refer to{ they do not preserve the distintion between the twosystems whih we want to preserve. Thus, instead of writing out the various1



terms as matries, we will work with the more abstrat expressions usingthe bra-ket notation as above. You an keep in your mind that these reallyrefer to matries in some abstrat sense, but worrying about what the matrixlooks like is usually not very rewarding.The notation for the operators will also be a bit onfusing. Let us saythat we want to know how the attribute of �rst doing �1 on a ket and then�2 would on a ket would be represented. We represent it as though it werea produt, �2�1 but this is not to be regarded as the produt of the two ma-tries whih represent the two attributes. They operate on di�erent vetors.Thus �2�1j1; 1i = (�1j1i)(�2j1i) = (j � 1i)(ij � 1i) = ij � 1;�1i (2)realling that the seond position is for the seond apital partile, and the�rst is for the �rst partile. Note that the onstants in the produt domultiply the whole of the vetor. The inner produt is the ombinationof the two inner produts of the two systems. Thus if we have a vetorj ; �i = j ij�i then the inner produt ish ; �jj ; �i = h jj ih�jj�i (3)Sometimes to emphasise the di�erenes between the various vetors, oneputs subsripts on them. Thus one ould write the above ash ; �jj ; �i = h j1j i1h�j2j�i2 (4)to emphasise that those vetors are for the �rst and seond partiles respe-tively.Just as for the simple, single system, one allows linear ombinations.Thus, we have for examplej1; 1i+ j1;�1i = j1i1j1i2 + j1i1j � 1i2 (5)We an also write this asj1; 1i+ j1;�1i = j1i1(j1i2 + j � 1i2) (6)as if this multipliation of vetors orresponding to two di�erent partileswere ordinary multipliation. (It is under a suitable de�nition of \diretprodut" multipliation). 2



In part this de�nition preserves the independene of the two partiles.Something done to one of the partiles does not a�et the other partile.In order to preserve the inner produt (ie, orthogonal vetors are takento orthogonal vetors) whih also preserves the Hermitean nature of the op-erators and attributes (the values of the operator remain the same undera transformation), the transformation on this \produt" vetor spae mustagain be unitary transformations. UU y = I.Clearly any unitary transformation on any one of the partiles is still aunitary transformation on the whole. Thus U j ; �i � (U1j i)(U2j�i) willbe a unitary transformation if U1 and U2 are on their respetive partiles.There are however unitary transformations whih mix the two partiles. Forexample, onsider the transformation whih exhanges the two partiles.U j ; �i = j�;  i (7)This learly takes orthogonal vetors into orthogonal vetors. However, it justas learly is not a unitary transformation whih an be written as a produttransformation of two individual transformations on eah of the partilesseparately.Bell's TheoremConsider the state j	i = 1p2(j+ 1;�1i � j � 1;+1i) and onsider the thetwo operators A = ~A � ~� and B = ~B � ~�. A is an matrix for the �rst partileonly and B is for the seond. I do not use subsripts as this ould onfusebetween the omponents of the vetor ~A of numbers in the expansion of A interms of the sigma matries, and the �rst or seond partile. Remember inthe following that A is a matrix representing an attribute of the �rst partileonly, and B is an attribute of the seond partile. Thus AB is not theordinary produt of the two matries{ rather it is the diret produt A�OBNow onsider the expetation value of the produt of theseh	jABj	i = 12 ((h1j1h�1j2 � h�1j1h1j2)AB(j1i1j � 1i2 � j � 1i1j1i2))= 12h1j1h�1j2ABj1i1j � 1i2 � 12h1j1h�1j2ABj � 1i1j1i2�12h�1j1h1j2ABj1i1j � 1i2 + 12h�1j1h1j2ABj � 1i1j1i2= 12h1j1Aj1i1h�1j2Bj � 1i2 � 12h1j1Aj � 1i1h�1j2Bj1i23



�12h�1j1Aj1i1h1j2Bj � 1i2 + 12h�1j1Aj � 1i1h1j2Bj1i2(8)Now, h1j1Aj1i1 = �h�1j1Aj � 1i1 = A3 (9)and h1j1Aj � 1i1 = h�1j1Aj1i�1 = ( 1 0 )� A3 A1 � iA2A1 + iA2 �A3 �� 01�= A1 � iA2 (10)The same thing will be true for B = ~B � ~�. Thus, we haveh	jABj	i = 12 (A3(�B3)� (A1 � iA2)(B1 + iB2)� ((A1 + iA2)(B1 � iB2) + (�A3)(B3))= �(A1B1 + A2B2 + A3B3) = � ~A � ~B (11)no matter whih diretion ~A and ~B point in.Choose ~A and ~B to be unit vetors{ ie ~A � ~A = 1, and similarly for ~B.Then the eigenvalues of A and B are �1.Ie, in any determination of A and B only the values of 1 or -1 will beobtained.The orrelation funtion betweent the values of A and B is thus just theminus the osine of the angle between the vetors ~A and ~B.This is the quantum mehanial result.ClassialBell (well, Clauser, Horne, Shimony and Hall who simpli�ed Bell) arguesas follows. Assume in lassial physis that we have two attributes A and Con partile 1 both of whih an only have two values, �1. Similarly onsiderthat there are two attributes on partile 2, B and D, both of whih again anhave only values �1. Assume that the values of these various variables aredetermined by some other lassial hidden variable �. � need not be somesingle ause, it ould be as ompliated as you like. Assume forthermore,that we allow a statistial theory, so that � has some probability distributionP (�) whih an be arbitrary, exept that it is always positive and that itintegrates to unity (both requirements of what one would all a probability4



distribution) Ie, the probability of � having some given value is a positivenumber (sine we have no idea what a negative probability would mean) andthat lambda must have some value.Now, we assume that the values of A,B,C and D are determined by � insome way. Ie, for eah value of �, A(�), B(�), C(�) and D(�) all have somevalue, in eah ase �1. I will not assume that I an measure them all. Itmay be impossible for some reason that I an atually physially measure Aabd C at the same time, and similarly for B and D.Now onsider (A + C)B + (A� C)D for any value of �. Let us say thatthe values of A and C are the same. Then the term multiplying D will be 0,and this expression will have a value or either +2 or -2. On the other hand,for that given value of � A(�) and B(�) ould be di�erent. In that ase(A+B) will be zero, A�B will be �2 as will D(A�C). Ie, for any value of� that expression will either have value of +2 or �2. We now average overall possible values of �. That average must lie between �2 and +2.By assumption, we annot, for some reason or another, ever measure Aand C at the same time, nor B andD. However, separate the two partiles bya long long distane, and allow eah observer to randomly hoose whih of A,C and B; D to measure. One eah has made many many measurements ofnew, identially prepared systems, we an alulate the orrelation funtions< AB >, < AD >, < CB >, and < CD >. Ie for eah pair in whihA was measured on the �rst partile and B on the seond, one multipliesthose two values together and averages them. Similarly for eah of the otherorrelations. We now alulateCorr =< AB > + < CB > + < AD > � < CD > (12)whih should be a good estimate of the expetation of (A+C)B+(A�C)D,even though we have not measured the this produt on any single system.This orrelation funtion should therefor lie between -2 and 2. This isBell's theorem. Note that it is an inredibly powerful theorem. It asumesnothing about the dynamis of the partiles{their laws of motion. It simplyassumes that the values are determined by some variables �. These ould bethe initial values in the past or whatever.Now omes the pi�ee de r�esistane. In quantum mehanis hoose thevetor A so that A1 = 1; A2 = A3 = 0, B1 = 1p2 ; B2 = 0; B3 = 1p2 ,C1 = C2 = 0; C3 = 1 and D1 = 1p2 ; D2 = 0; D3 = � 1p2 Then in the above5



state, < AB >= � ~A � ~B = � 1p2< CB >= � ~C � ~B = � 1p2< AD >= � ~A � ~D = � 1p2< CD >= � ~C � ~D = 1p2 (13)Thus quantum mehanially, we have< AB > + < AD > + < CB > � < CD >= � 4p2 = �2p2 < �2 (14)Ie, the quantum anti-orrelation is stronger that it is possible for any lassialorrelation to ever be. Thus it is impossible to desribe the quantum systemin terms of any hidden variables theory.There are two ways out of this onlusion. The �rst is that the value of �not only determines the values of the variables A;B;C;D but also the hoieof the experimentalist{ Ie, the experimentalist will always hoose whih ofthe variables to measure, based on the value of � suh that the orrelationsome out right. This of ourse implies a muh muh worse onspiray inthe world, a onspiray whih moreover makes physis almost impossible{systems, inluding the system whih is the experimentalists, must all behighly interrelated. You annot ever make the approximation of separatesystems.The seond way out is that somehow the measurement of say A on theone partile inuenes the outome of the measurement of say B on theother. Somehow the seond partile knows what measurement and whatoutome was made on the seond partile in just suh a way as to inreasethe antiorrelation between the values of A and B. This would have to betrue even if the two partiles were separated by arbitrary far distane andif the partiles deisions as to whih measurements to be made were madeat times with are spaelike separated. Ie, the lassial desription ould beresuued if one threw out all notions of ausality.It is ruial to notie that this argument says nothing about quantummehanis and ausality. It simply says that IF you want to make quantum6



mehanis into a deterministi theory dependent on some, at present,1 hiddenvariables, then that theory must also non-ausal. Things here must be ableto inuene things there over spaelike separated distanes. It does not saythat quantum mehanis, whih is not a hidden variables theory, is non-loal.Even people who should know better sometimes talk as if it is.
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